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2Agenda
 Universal access, quality and sustainability
 Emerging publication themes
 What might the future look like?
What do journal publishers do today?
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• 5,000 new editors per year
• 500 new journals launched per year • 3 million+ article submissions per year




• 2.5 million+ referees
• 3.75 million+ referee reports per year
• 50%+ of submissions rejected
• Launch new specialist 
journals





• 40 million articles 
available digitally, back 
to early 1800s





• 350,000 editorial board 
members
• 30 million+ author/publisher 
• 12 million researchers
• 4,500+ institutions
• 180+ countries
• 1 billion+ downloads/year
Production
communications per year
1 5 illi   ti l  d d  
• 10 million+ printed pages/year
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• . m on new ar c es pro uce per year
• 350 years of back issues scanned, processed and data-tagged
Note: industry estimates based on known numbers for a subset of the industry that are then scaled to 100% based on the article share of the known subset.
Elsevier is committed to universal access, quality, and 
t i bilit
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sus a na y
1. Universal Access
We exist to disseminate information
 We will identify where remaining gaps exist and find viable mechanisms to close them
2 Quality.
 Peer review provides essential quality controls
 We will invest to innovate in technologies that increase researchers’ productivity
3. Sustainability
 Journal publishers invest heavily to deliver a well-functioning communications system 
upon which society depends
 Access and dissemination mechanisms must ensure that these investments can be 
recovered.
 System must also be sustainable for those who fund it therefore we aim to increase 
efficiency and value-for-money
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We support all mechanisms to achieve sustainable 
universal access to quality content
Where are we today? Access:
PRELIMINARY STUDIES – NOT YET RELEASED
Global Study - Phase 1
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6Universal Access is More than Just “Open Access”







• Research 4 Life














Marketplace • Walk-in Policy • ILL, Document Delivery
Different scientific communities have different requirements.  We’re 
experimenting in all areas of Universal Access to see what offers 
sustainable options while maintaining the quality provided by peer 
review





 Provides list of institution output 
 Metdata (Scopus)
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 Cited by countrs
 Links to the full text on ScienceDirect and other publisher platforms
8Emerging publication themes
 1  Emphasis will continue to shift from journal to .
article
Trend continues: in 2011 we expect 75% of our users 
to directly enter article pages in ScienceDirect from 
external searches, compared to 32% in 2004
Changing user behavior
Methods used by university faculty to locate articles
(Source: Tenopir 2007)
‘People’s expectations have grown. Ten years ago, when 
f fyou looked or something and ound it you’d be really 
impressed. Now when you don’t immediately find 
l  h     hi k hi ’  b k ’exact y w at you want, you t n somet ng s ro en.
Udi Manber, VP Engineering, Google
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2. Platforms will get more intelligent and the 
user experience richer

3. The “article of the future”
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 Article didn’t change (much) in 350 years
 Print-based (although now in PDF form)
 Linear reading (top-left to bottom-right)
 Some changes happened though:
 Internal navigation
 Reference linking
 Supplementary data files
 Small-scale developments:
 Inline video, Semantic mark-up, 
Data manipulation
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Interoperability: Research data sets
15




So what might the future look like?
 Academic publishing has a future, as the (digital) world 
continues to change around us....
 Scholarly behavior is remarkably unchanged but is altering 
in some subject areas 
 Technology provides new tools, so far for existing purposes 
(registration, certification, dissemination, archive) but
technology affects attitudes to information (“web=free?”)
 Business models will be viable if there is continuing respect 




"There will never be a mass market for motor cars — about
1,000 in Europe — because that is the limit on the number
of chauffeurs available!" — Gottlieb Daimler, inventor of the
gasoline-powered automobile, 1889
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